Poultry Bedding.
Denbow has been delivering quality poultry
bedding to Fraser Valley farmers and
producers for over twenty-five years.
We supply a variety of sawdust and shavings
blends. We have built long-term relationships with
various sawmills in order to ensure a consistent
& quality supply of sawdust year round. Delivery
is available in any quantity you require, either as
bulk pushout delivery or blown directly into barns
with our fleet of blower trucks.

Our Promise

We strive for excellence and work to deliver on
the scheduled day, with a reminder call or email
the day before. We take bio-security seriously
and do not haul poultry litter in our trucks. Our
phone is answered live 24-hours a day in case
of emergency. We have a fantastic team of
professional, courteous people to serve you!

We chose Denbow because of their
superior product, reliable delivery,
and they do a great job overall.
They have great staff, they do a
great job without my supervision, and they take
biosecurity seriously. Keep up the great service!
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Contact us today for a quote

email

1-888-933-6269 info@denbow.com

Serving you
Poultry Bedding
Coastal Sawdust for poultry is bright, great
smelling and lightweight. This is an excellent
choice for urine and ammonia absorption, odour
and fly control. Species include cypress, hemlock
and fir.
Interior Sawdust is a drier alternative made from
spruce, pine and fir. We bring it in from BC’s
interior; we do not haul poultry litter as an uphaul due to biosecurity concerns.
Putman’s Poultry Paper
Now supplied & delivered at the same time as
your sawdust with just one call! Placing paper with
feed under the drinking lines guides new chicks
to both drink and feed as quickly as possible.
Paper “guides” chickens to the drinking-water
system. When touched by chicks, the poultry
paper produces a rustling sound which attracts
the animals to that area.

Our values

Community
Excellence
Forward Thinking
Faithfulness

Question? We’ll answer!

email

Benefits include improved distribution of chickens
throughout the barn, improved weight gain in the
first 7 days and greater uniformity of the flock.
The paper provides better insulation therefore
lower mortality rates. It is highly degradable and
breaks down in the litter.
Available in various widths and lengths. Call us to
find out what would work best for your barn(s).
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